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1. Activities of the Mozambican Hydrocarbons Company (Empresa 
Nacional de Hidrocarbonetos, ENH)
ENH is a company operating in the corporate sector of the Government and serves as a vehicle for it to participate 
in projects of the hydrocarbons sector. The company was established in 1981 with the responsibility of supervising 
the operations of research, exploration, production and marketing of petroleum products under Law No. 3/81 of 3 
October as a public institution, but was transformed into a public state enterprise through Decree No. 39/97 of 12 
December, extending its mandate on the oil and gas sectors and removing its role of regulator.

ENH adopted as an operating model for its participation in the gas sector the creation of subsidiaries. This model 
allows responsibilities to be clearly defined, giving its subsidiaries greater financial and operational flexibility in 
order to be listed on the stock exchange and have legal independence, which allows the Government to mitigate 
the risk of performing different operations in the extractive industry1. The subsidiaries of ENH include the: 
Mozambican Hydrocarbons Company (CMH), ENH Logistics, ENH Kogas and Mozambican Company of Gas 
Pipelines (CMG). These are public companies with limited liability, created to represent ENH (the Government) 
in a project or at any specific stage of a project, so that the Government cannot be held directly responsible. In this 
way, ENH can focus on macro-objectives, such as market development, generation of dividends for the country 
and effective management of the gas royalty.

ENH participates in the value chain of the hydrocarbons sector, specifically upstream2 and midstream3. Law No. 
21/2014 of 18 August, the Petroleum Law, states in Article 20, regarding the participation of the Government, 
“the Government reserves the right to participate in petroleum operations with any other corporate entity. The 
1 http://www.itie.org.mz/images/docs/7-relatorioPT.pdf 
2 The Upstream phase is characterized by the search, identification and localization activities of sources oil, as well as by the transport of the oil extracted to the 
refineries, where it is to be processed. In short, they are exploration, drilling and production activities.
3 The midstream phase is where the raw materials (hydrocarbons) are transformed into products ready for specific use (petrol, diesel, kerosene, LPG, naphtha, 
lubricating oil,...).
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participation of the Government may occur at any stage of oil operations, under the terms and conditions to be 
established by contracts (...) and the Government should gradually promote the increase of its participation in oil 
and gas undertakings”.

In practice, the participation of ENH in projects varies from 5% to 20%, depending on each project, according to 
the table below:

Table 1. ENH’s Share of Participation in the Hydrocarbons Sector

Area – type of contract Operator
Share of 

Participation of ENH
Effective Date

Deposits of Pande and Temane – 
PPA

Sasol Pande Temane Limitada 25% 26/10/2000 

Bloc 16 and 19 - EPCC4 Sasol Petroleum Sofala, Limitada 15% 01/07/2005 
01/02/2007 

Area 4 of the Rovuma Basin - 
EPCC

MRV (Eni+Exxon+CNODC) 10% 01/02/2007 

Area 1 of the Rovuma Basin - 
EPCC

Anadarko Moçambique Area 1, Limitada 15% 01/09/2007 

Area Onshore of the Rovuma 
Basin - EPCC

Wentworth Petróleos Moçambique, 
Limitada 

15% 01/02/2007 

Bloc of Sofala - EPCC Sasol Petroleum Sengala, Limitada 15% 01/02/2007 

Bloc of Buzi - EPCC BUZI Hydrocarbons 25% 01/04/2009 

Area A Onshore - EPCC Sasol Petroleum Mozambique 
Exploration Limited 

10% 01/06/2011 

Area 5-A – EPCC ENI 5% 07/11/2018
Area 5-B – EPCC Exxon 20% 19/10/2018
Area Z5-C- EPCC Exxon 20% 8/10/2018
Area Z5-D – EPCC Exxon 20% 14/11/2018
Area PT5-C – EPCC Sasol 30% 26/12/2018

Source: INP and 7th Report - EITI

2. Financing for the Participation of ENH in the Gas Projects of the 
Rovuma Basin and Associated Costs 
The ENH participation/financing model in the Rovuma basin projects is described in the respective contracts and 
in the model contract (EPCC5). 6 

The model establishes that any entity that constitutes the concessionaire, with the exception of ENH or an 
authorized concessionaire shall pay all costs duly incurred in relation to the participatory interest/government 
financing until the date of approval of the project’s first Plan of Development (PoD).
4 EPCC – Exploration and Production Concession Contract
5  http://www.inp.gov.mz/pt/content/download/1273/8607/file/EPCC.pdf
6  http://www.inp.gov.mz/
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Said financing shall be reimbursed in US dollars by ENH from the starting date of commercial production, 
whether in cash or in kind. The reimbursement will be calculated as, and is part of, the “oil cost”7 of ENH, plus 
interest counted quarterly at the LIBOR8 rate + 1 percentage point from the date on which the loan was contracted.

This means that, after the approval of the PoD, ENH is responsible for its capital investments and for obtaining 
funds in proportion to its share of participation.

ENH’s share of participation in the Rovuma Basin ventures can be summarized for the following projects:

Table 2. ENH participation in gas projects – current situation
Project Plan of Development Phase Investment for the 

Development of 
the Project

Situation of ENH - 
2019

Financing 
Sources of 
ENH

Anadarko - Moz 
LNG Area 1

Approved – 8/2/2018 Under 
Development

USD 15 billion Financing participation 
(15%) = USD 2.25 
billion

Other project 
concessionaires 

Exxon Mobil/
MRV - Area 4 
Mamba onshore

Submitted – July 20189

Approved – 
13/06/2019

Pre- 
Development

USD 25 billion10 Carry (temporarily 
financed by other 
concessionaires) plus 
10% participation = 
USD 2.5 billion

Other project 
concessionaires 

Eni – Area 4 Coral 
South FLNG /
offshore

Approved and FID11 
taken in 2017

Development USD 7 billion USD 700 million 
owed (10% of the 
investment) 

Other project 
concessionaires 

Source: Prepared by the author

Costs Associated with the Participation 

To ensure the participation of ENH in the Moz LNG project (area 1) led by Anadarko, the Government of 
Mozambique had to issue a guarantee, included in the state budget of 201912, in the amount of 136,210,000,000 
Meticais (about USD 2.2 billion). Likewise, it needed USD 700 million to ensure its participation in the FLNG 
Coral South project, a value that resulted from indebtedness to the concessionaires in 2017, and which should be 
paid gradually from the time the project starts production. 

The above figures represent ENH debt. This debt is increased by approximately USD 300 million relating to the 
financing granted to the company by other concessionaires to finance expenses incurred prior to the approval of 
the PoD (for the Mamba Onshore field), as provided for in the model of the concession contract for exploration 
and production13. 
7 Petroleum cost – portion of oil produced at the disposal of the concessionaire for the recovery of costs and expenses incurred in connection with the realization of 
petroleum operations, as established in the concession contract.
8 Libor (London interbank offer rate) is one of the main financial references. It was established in 1986 and is used for an estimated US$ 300 trillion of financial 
instruments.
9 The Exxon Mobil/MRV Development Plan, submitted in July 2018 to the Government, was returned to the concessionaires because it presented many gaps and 
violated a number of requirements (see details at: http://opais.sapo.mz/dfi-no-gas-natural-governo-recua-e-compromete-prazos)
10 Projections of investment  - http://opais.sapo.mz/gas-do-rovuma-vai-atrair-cerca-de-usd-60-bilioes 
11 FID –Final Investment Decision.
12 http://www.mef.gov.mz/index.php/documentos/instrumentos-de-gestao-economica-e-social/orcamento-de-estado/oe-2019/557--60/file?force_download=1
13 ECPP-2016, Article 9 on cost recovery and production rights, item 9.8.
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With the recent approval of the development plan of the Mamba Onshore field operated by Mozambique Rovuma 
Venture, ENH should now prepare to become indebted once again, in the amount of about USD 2.5 billion, to 
ensure its participation of 10% in this project.

Therefore, in order to ensure the participation of ENH in the gas projects of the Rovuma Basin, ENH will 
have to incur, by the end of 2019, debt of at least 5.4 billion dollars referring to both the exploration and 
development phases.

ENH is not in good financial health

The ENH accounts for 2016 and 2017, recently published, show that the Government’s business arm in the 
hydrocarbons sector is not in good financial health, even though the accounts present positive net results in the 
amount of 2,187.7 million Meticais and 2,765.1 million Meticais, respectively, for the fiscal years of 2016 and 
2017.

These accounts also show that in the same period the outstanding balance to Sasol and ROMPCO (Republic of 
Mozambique Pipeline Company) increased by 364.9% and 495.4%, respectively, and the outlays with respect to 
the exploitation of natural resource assets in Area 4, which includes equity, interest and exchange rate differences, 
rose from 18,190.7 million to 18,511.3 million Meticais (some 2%). 

Considering the debt to finance the FLNG project (area 4), the total amount of debt in the 2017-2018 fiscal year is 
expected at least to double, considering the loan of USD 700 million14, going from USD 425 million (25.5 billion 
Meticais ) to about USD 1,116.7 million (67 billion Meticais). 

At the same time, during the 2018-2019 fiscal year, due to the loan related to the participation in the Anadarko 
project (area 1 onshore), the category “loans obtained” will probably grow by at least 175% compared to the 
previous year, which would be on account of the loan required for the financing of the Mamba onshore field, 
referred to above. 

A study presented by Standard Bank15 indicates that ENH’s funding needs can reach the peak of 11 to 12 billion 
dollars until 2029. The study points out that the limited term of the contract (30 years from the date of the PoD) 
is a factor that works against ENH, because each concessionaire will build multiple LNG units as quickly as 
possible (in order to obtain financial returns within 30 years of the contract) that will need funding, thereby 
increasing the pressure on ENH.

It is to be noted that ENH’s debt may be even higher, if there are discoveries in the concession areas to be 
auctioned during the fifth round.

Therefore, the growth of the loans needed to finance ENH’s participation in the Rovuma basin projects can 
compromise the benefits for the Government of its participation in the hydrocarbons sector. For example, according 
to Hubert (2019)16, the participation of ENH in the South Coral project of area 4 can lead to losses of USD 44 
million17 during the life cycle of the project.

14 About 42 billion Meticais are converted at an exchange rate of  60 MT/USD.
15 https://corporateandinvestment.standardbank.com/standimg/cib/Sector%20Expertise/Static%20files/2019/Standard%20Bank%20Rovuma%20LNG%20Project%20
English%20Report.pdf
16 Don Hubert, 2018, Receitas Governamentais do Coral Sul, Resource for Development Consulting.
17 The estimate is based on a scenario where the price of oil is USD 55/barrel.
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2. 1 Indebtedness and Implications for the Budget Accounts 

Liquidity Risk

As shown in the figure below, in the 2016-2017 fiscal year, ENH had a liquidity deficit resulting from the company’s 
borrowing for the project in area 4. In 2016 the liquidity deficit was 12.9 billion meticais, having fallen to 8.9 
billion meticais in 2017, indicating that, although there was a decline in the amount, liquidity risk was still present.

Figure 1: Exposure of ENH to Liquidity Risk

Source: Statement of Accounts of ENH 2016-2017

What makes the situation even more worrying is that the liquidity deficit could increase in future years because 
of long-term loans. 

The financial capacity of ENH will worsen even more with the loan of 136.1 billion Meticais (USD 2.2 billion) to 
finance participation in the Anadarko - Moz LNG Area 1, which would be included in the exercise of 2019-2020 
and raise the liquidity deficit by at least 417% compared to 2017. Currently, ENH relies on reduced sources of 
revenue, with its CMH18 subsidiary as one of the main sources19. 

However, statements regarding the CMH accounts, which are part of the Pande and Temane natural gas exploration 
project led by Sasol Petroleum Temane, present discouraging results. While CMH revenues increased at an average 
rate of 7.5% from 2016 to 2018, costs increased by 8.7% over the same period, thus implying fewer resources to 
ensure the balance of ENH accounts. 

It should be noted that, due to the dividend distribution policies and commitments with financiers, the dividends 
paid to the CMH were below the declared dividends. From 2006 to 2018, the dividends paid to the CMH 
represented, on average, 50% of the dividends declared. (See chart below)
18 CMH is a subsidiary of ENH and Mozambican partner of Sasol in the Pande and Temane natural gas (PGN) project, where Sasol is the operator.
19  In the ENH subsidiary group, CMH has the highest equity and assets. In 2017, the share capital was 593 million Meticais, against 70 million of the Mozambican 
Gas Pipeline Company (CMG, second), with assets of around 23.6 billion Meticais vs. 8.7 billion of the CMG. Other subsidiaries (ENH Integrated Logistics Services, 
ENH Bonati, ENH Logistics) had in 2017 a value equal to or less than 35 million Meticais and 1.3 billion Meticais and in equity and assets, respectively.
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Considering the shareholder structure of the CMH, only 70% of the dividends paid are directed to ENH. Of 
the 145.5 million dollars declared as dividends for CMH, from 2006 to 2018, only 82.4 million of dollars were 
allocated to ENH. 

Therefore, in addition to the growth trend of revenues below cost growth, the dividend distribution policy and the 
CMH shareholder structure Minimize CMH’s contribution as a resource source for ENH.

However, the CMH statement of accounts20, which are part of the Pande and Temane natural gas exploration project 
led by Sasol Petroleum Temane, present discouraging results. While CMH revenues increased at an average rate 
of 7.5% from 2016 to 2018, costs increased by 8.7% over the same period, thus implying fewer resources to help 
balance the ENH accounts. 

It should be noted that, due to the dividend distribution policies and commitments with financiers, the dividends 
paid to the CMH (by Sasol) were below the declared dividends. From 2006 to 2018, the dividends paid to the 
CMH represented, on average, 50% of the dividends declared (see chart below).

Considering the shareholder structure21 of CMH, only 70% of the dividends paid are directed to ENH. Of the 
145.5 million dollars declared as dividends to CMH, from 2006 to 2018 only 82.4 million dollars were allocated 
to ENH. 

Therefore, in addition to the trend in the growth of revenues below that of costs, the dividend distribution policy 
and the CMH shareholder structure minimize CMH’s contribution as a source of financing for ENH.

Graph 1: Dividends of CMH (paid and declared) - USD

Source: Statement of accounts of CMH for various years

20 http://bvm.co.mz/index.php/pt/mercado/empresas-cotadas/199-cmh#relat%C3%B3rio-e-contas
21 Shareholder structure of CMH: ENH – 70%, Mozambican Government – 20%, Private Investors– 10%.
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Ratio of Leverage – Borrowing by ENH

ENH uses the leverage ratio22 for debt analysis and manages its capital structure according to the evolution of 
market conditions, and can resort to the shareholder (the Mozambican Government) to maintain or adjust its 
capital structure. 

The 2016-2017 statement of accounts shows that the risk of default23 of ENH is high due to the effect of debts 
on its operations. As shown in Figure 2, although the leverage ratio during the reference period has recorded a 
reduction by 3 percentage points (from 60% in 2016 to 57% in 2017), it is still quite high, remaining above 50%. 

In the oil sector, the recommended limit of the leverage ratio is about 40%24; above this limit the risk of default 
should be considered.

Figure 2: The leverage ratio

Source: ENH 2016-2017 statement of accounts

Considering the growth of ENH indebtedness presented above for future years, due to its participation in gas 
projects, this ratio will tend to increase with an imminent risk of default (ceteris paribus), which could generate 
pressure on the Government with a view to having to provide financing for the company’s equity increase, since 
ENH is a public company.

2.2. Impact of ENH loans on public debt
The LNG production of area 4 is expected to start in 2023 and of area 1 in 2024. However, it is assumed that only 
five production trains, instead of 16 initially planned trains, of LNG will be considered during 2023-2030, and the 
cost of developing these trains has been revised upwards, according to the new market conditions.
Higher development costs imply a greater debt that needs to be borne, including by ENH, to finance its participation 
in the equity of LNG projects.
As previously presented, the amount of loans for ENH grew from 2016 to 2018 by more than 60% and involves 

22 Leverage ratio (LR)-is a measure of indebtedness: * 100
23 Default occurs when there is a failure to comply with an obligation, usually financial, before its date due.
24 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/l/leverageratio.asp
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issuing a government guarantee to ENH in the amount of USD 2.2 billion (equivalent to 14.7% of GDP). Thus, 
the amount of loans of ENH is expected to contribute to a significant increase in the stock of public debt in 2019. 
As shown in the chart below, the weight of the ENH debt in the total stock of the debt in terms of GDP almost 
doubled between 2018 and 2019, and will tend to grow until 2022.
It should be noted that total public and publicly guaranteed debt amounted to around 110% of GDP at the end of 
2018, with external debt accounting for 91.2%. Therefore, the financing/indebtedness situation of ENH contributes 
to the increase in the stock of debt and to the continuation of the debt above the sustainability limit, until 2030.

Figure 2: Nominal public debt and the share of ENH (% GDP)

Source: IMF, 2019

According to the IMF25, it is estimated that the present value of external public debt, in terms of GDP, remains 
above the prudent medium-term limit, and the ratio of the present debt to GDP exceeds the limit of 35% in the short 
and medium term. This is partly driven by the contracting of loans for ENH to finance its equity, participation in 
LNG megaprojects and issuing a sovereign guarantee for ENH to cover its share in the loan package for Anadarko 
area 1. 

The IMF also says that, excluding the granting of credit and sovereign guarantee related to ENH, debt ratios 
would follow a gradually decreasing path and fall below the prudent limit in 2028.

Therefore, the financial situation of ENH contributes to the deterioration of the sustainability of the country’s 
public debt.
Figure 3: Public Debt (% GDP)

25 https://www.imf.org/~/media/Files/Publications/CR/2019/1MOZEA2019001.ashx
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Fonte: FMI, 2019

3. Conclusion and Recommendations
The growth in the amount of loans to finance the participation of ENH in the Rovuma basin projects, coupled 
with the financing model that has been adopted, compromises the company’s financial situation and the benefits 
of government participation in the hydrocarbons sector. 
To the extent that ENH effectively participates in the different projects, the risk of default is increased, which may 
generate a burden for the Government. 
This funding modality would bring better benefits if it were not at the expense of successive borrowings. Because 
of this it is foreseen that in the medium/long term there may be delays for the country to benefit, through its 
corporate arm in the oil and gas sector, from the dividends arising from the exploitation of these resources.
In addition, the analysis by Hubert (mentioned above) shows that there is a possibility of the expected revenues 
not to materialize, since some projections already show that the participation of ENH in the South Coral project 
of area 4 can cause losses in the amount of USD 44 Million during the project’s life cycle.
Therefore, CIP recommends that the Government review ENH’s terms of participation. For example, it could 
allow the company not to pay any costs during the exploration phase and ensure that the financing of ENH is 
carried out within the consortium and not in isolation.
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